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Flux qubit on mesosopi nonsuperonduting ring
E. Zipper, M. Kurpas, M. Szel¡g, J. Dajka and M. Szopa
Instytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet l¡ski, 40-007 Katowie, Poland
The possibility of making a ux qubit on nonsuperonduting mesosopi ballisti quasi 1D ring
is disussed. We showed that suh ring an be eetively redued to a two-state system with two
external ontrol parameters. The two states arry opposite persistent urrents and are oupled by
tunneling whih leads to a quantum superposition of states. The qubit states an be manipulated by
resonant mirowave pulses. The ux state of the sample an be measured by a SQUIDmagnetometer.
Two or more qubits an be oupled by the ux the irulating urrents generate. The problem of
deoherene is also disussed.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 74.50+r, 73.23.Ra
I. INTRODUCTION
Reently a number of systems whih an be eetively
redued to a two-level systems [1-4℄ have been examined
as andidates for quantum omputing hardware. These
inlude e.g. ion traps, nulear spins in moleules, harge
and ux states of superonduting iruits. Maintaining
the oherene of quantum devie is a major hallenge -
the devie should be maximally deoupled from the envi-
ronment to avoid deoherene and thus the loss of quan-
tum information. In addition to further work on existing
systems new andidates for qubits an be investigated.
We are onsidering the mesosopi ring made of a
metal, semiondutor or toroidal arbon nanotube. Per-
sistent urrents (PC) in small nonsuperonduting rings
threaded by a magneti ux are a manifestation of quan-
tum oherene in a submiron system. If the ring irum-
ferene L is smaller than the phase oherene length Lφ
the eletron wave funtion may extend oherently over L
even in the presene of elasti satterers [5,6℄. In other
words a normal loop with L < Lφ has a nontrivial ground
state with a irulating PC.
The goal of this paper is to show that quantum tunnel-
ing between states with nearly equal energies and oppo-
site persistent urrents in lean mesosopi nonsuperon-
duting quasi 1D ring with a barrier an lead to a forma-
tion of a qubit. We argue that at low T suh ring an be
eetively redued to a two-state system with two exter-
nal ontrol parameters. Quantum tunneling between the
states leads to the quantum superposition of two opposed
urrent states. The problem of the qubit deoherene is
also disussed.
II. MESOSCOPIC NORMAL RING AS A TWO
STATE SYSTEM - A FORMATION OF A QUBIT
Let us onsider the mesosopi metalli or semion-
duting quasi 1D ring of radius R (2piR < Lφ) in the
presene of stati magneti ux φe, φe = BepiR
2
, Be is
the applied magneti eld perpendiular to the plane of
the ring. Mesosopi systems are expeted to behave a-
ording to the laws of quantum mehanis if they are sep-
arated well from the external degrees of freedom. Thus
we assume that the system is well insulated from the en-
vironment.
We assume that a ring is made from a very lean mate-
rial i.e. we are in the ballisti regime. The energy levels
in a quasi 1D ring are:
E0n =
~
2
2mR2
(
n− φ
′
)2
, (1)
where φ
′
= φ
φ0
, φ0 =
h
e
, n = 0,±1, ... is the orbital
quantum number (winding number) for an eletron going
around the ring. With eah energy level we an assoiate
a urrent
In = −
∂E0n
∂φ
=
e~
2pimR2
(
n− φ
′
)
, n = 0,±1, ... (2)
The urrent is persistent at kT ≪ ∆. In alulating the
ux φ for very thin ring the selndutane eet an be
negleted and φ = φe. The system has a set of quantum
size energy gaps, the gap at the Fermi surfae (FS) at
φ
′
= 0 is ∆ = hvF
L
, where vF is the eletron veloity
at the FS. Assuming the radius R = 400A˚, we get ∆ ∼
290K for metalli ring and ∆ ∼ 47K for semionduting
ring [7℄.
In the following we assume that the temperatures are
lose to zero and the system behaves oherently (the en-
ergy gap hampers the inelasti transitions). The energy
spetrum as a funtion of φ
′
is shown in FIG. 1. Ne-
gleting the spin, eah level En is oupied by a sin-
gle eletron. We an see from FIG. 1 that at φ
′
= 0
(and all integral φ
′
), if the number of eletrons in the
ring N = Neven = 2nF then the level at the FS is
doubly degenerate and oupied by a single eletron
only. The same situation happens at half integral φ
′
,
for N = Nodd = 2nF + 1. Beause the energy spetrum
is periodi with period φ
′
= 1, we an restrit our on-
siderations to the neighborhood of the two degeneray
points φ
′
= 0 (for Neven) and φ
′
= 1
2
(for Nodd). The
eletron at the FS behaves there as a partile in a double
well potential, where the states in eah well orrespond
to PC of opposite sign. It follows from (2) that with in-
reasing magneti eld the ground state will hange from
angular momentum nF to one with higher n.
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FIG. 1: The energy spetrum of a 1D ring as a funtion of
the ux φ
′
.
We now introdue to the ring an energy barrier of -
nite length a < L and height V (positive or negative).
In this ase the tunneling ours whih mixes the states
from both sides of the barrier. At the degeneray points
the eigenstates whih are superposition of states with dif-
ferent winding numbers an be formed. This auses the
splitting of the initial energy levels (FIG. 2). Quantum
tunneling should thus lead to a qubit i.e. a quantum
superposition of the two opposed urrent states. The
seond quantized Hamiltonian in presene of the barrier
is
H =
∑
m 6=n
[
En |n〉 〈n| −
1
2
~(ωm,n |n〉 〈m|+ ωm,n |m〉 〈n|)
]
(3)
where En = E
0
n + Vn, Vn is the renormalization due to
the barrier of the E0n at a given φ
′
, ωm,n is the phase slip
rate between states |m〉 and |n〉.
At φ
′
= 0 and at kT ≪ ∆ the energy states with
|n| < nF are fully oupied and form the "Fermi sea".
The energy states for |n| > nF are separated by large
energy gaps from the FS and are fully empty. The same
separation takes plae at φ
′
= 1
2
. Thus the only states
whih an take part in the tunneling are the states in the
immediate neighborhood of the FS and we an onsider
a mesosopi ring as a two-state quantum system.
In this ase the summation in (3) an be restrited to
two states losest to the FS. If we assume thatN = Neven
and φ
′
is lose to 0 these states are |nF 〉 = |β〉 =
(
1
0
)
and
|−nF 〉 = |α〉 =
(
0
1
)
and the Hamiltonian (3) beomes
H =
[
Eα −
1
2
~ωα,β
− 1
2
~ωα,β Eβ
]
(4)
where Eα = E−nF , Eβ = EnF ,ωα,β = ω−nF ,+nF .
For most values of φ
′
the ωα,β is small ompared with
the energy of orbital motion of an eletron in the ring.
However lose to the degeneray points the ~ωα,β term
mixes the two states strongly. At φ
′
= 0 the states |β〉
and |α〉 have exatly the same energies Eα = Eβ , but
opposite urrents Iα = −Iβ . In this ase the phase slip
probability inreases (it happens at all integer φ
′
).
In ase of φ
′
= 1
2
we nd α = −nF and β = nF + 1
i.e. the energies involved are Eα = E−nF , Eβ = EnF+1
and ωα,β = ω−nF ,nF+1. These states are degenerate and
the respetive urrents are opposite. Notie, that the
ase with N = Neven and φ
′
= 0 does not require any
external eld and thus may be easier to deouple from
the environment.
The amplitude of these urrents is I0 =
evF
L
. Assuming
e.g. R = 400A˚ I0 ∼ 1 µA for metalli ring, I0 ∼ 0.16
µA for semionduting ring.
In a pseudospin notation (4) an be written as
H = −
1
2
Bzσ̂z −
1
2
Bxσ̂x. (5)
where σ̂z, σ̂x denote Pauli spin matries. The term Bz
an be tuned by the applied ux
Bz = Eβ − Eα =
{
∆
[
1− 2 φ
φ0
]
for N = Nodd
−∆ · 2 φ
φ0
for N = Neven
(6)
The x omponent of the eetive magneti eld Bx de-
sribes the tunneling amplitude ~ωα,β between the two
potential wells and an be tuned by e.g. eletrial gating.
With these two external ontrol parameters the elemen-
tary single-bit operations i.e. z and x rotations [2℄ an
be performed. The qubit an be driven by mirowave
pulses. The advantage of the proposed qubit is the large
distane ∆ between the qubit energy levels and the next
higher states.
Diagonalizing the hamiltonian (4) we obtain two en-
ergy bands
E± = ±
1
2
√
(Eβ − Eα)2 + ~2ω2α,β. (7)
At the degeneray point Eβ = Eα, the energy split-
ting an be estimated by making use of a transfer matrix
method [8℄. One obtains
~ωα,β =
∆
pi
arccos
√
TF cosφ
′
(
1−
δF
piN
)
(8)
where TF , δF are the transmission probability and the
phase shift of an eletron at the FS respetively. The
energy eigenstates are then the symmetri and antisym-
metri superpositions of states with opposite PC.
We performed numerial alulations of the energy lev-
els E± for dierent sets of the barrier parameters and ex-
trated the magnitude of ~ωα,β from it. The results are
shown in FIG. 2 for a ring with Neven, nF = 20 near
φ
′
= 0 for V = 0.005eV , EF ∼ 0.01eV, a = 15A˚. The ini-
tial energy levels are splitted and shifted by the presene
of the barrier. The qubit energy splitting depends on the
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FIG. 2: The energy levels E± as a funtion of the ux φ
′
for
R=400Å and Neven with nF = 20 (solid lines). Superposition
states manifest themselves as an antirossing of the initial
energy levels (dashed lines).
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FIG. 3: Qubit energy splitting ~ωα,β at φ
′
= 0 as a funtion
of the barrier height V for two values of the barrier width a.
width and height of the barrier whih an be raised or
lowered by eletrial gating. It is shown in FIG. 3.
The potential barrier in a mesosopi ring an be re-
alized in a number of ways. One of them is the ring in
whih the small fragment of a onvex ar have been de-
formed to form a onave one [9℄. One an produe suh
a mehanial deformation by pressing. Another possi-
bility to form the barrier is the loal point-like eletri
gate lose to the ring. The eletri potential of the gate
forms the barrier, the height of whih an be modied
by the gate voltage. The eletri potential barrier an
be ombined with the geometri one desribed above. In
this ase the barrier height and therefore the mixing term
ωα,β an be adjusted to the required value. To make the
barrier more loal we an use Atomi Fore Mirosope
or Sanning Tunneling Mirosope. Additionally one an
regulate the barrier height by the hange of the potential
of the tip. The other possibility is to plae the single wall
arbon nanotube in the plane of the ring perpendiular
to it and apply the voltage to it.
Another realization of suh system an be obtained by
using a toroidal arbon nanotube (CN). It is known that
the defet free metalli CN behaves like real 1D wire [10℄.
This is due to the small (two) number of hannels avail-
able lose to the FS. The FS onsists of two points where
the two bands ross. The properties of an ideal toroidal
CN depend on the position with respet to the honey-
omb lattie of two irles: irumferene of CN and ir-
umferene of the torus, dening hiral and twist vetors
(p1, p2; q1, q2) respetively [11℄. In our model we assume
that only one eletron oupies the FS whih is doubly
degenerate. In CN-s whih are metalli in both vetors:
p1−p2 = 3k and q1− q2 = 3l, where k and l are integers,
there are four aessible states at the FS. If however a CN
is metalli only in the hiral diretion p1 − p2 = 3k and
not metalli in twist diretion q1− q2 6= 3l, we obtain the
required struture by applying a ux φ
′
= ± 1
3
+ integer,
in the diretion parallel to the torus symmetry axis. The
dispersion relation of CN [12, 13℄ is dierent from that
of quasi 1D ring. However, in the neighborhood of the
Fermi points both relations beome similar i.e. linear
in φ
′
and produing opposite urrents [14℄. Beause the
states lose to the FS are well separated from the exited
states the system an also be treated as a two-level sys-
tem. As an example we onsider the metalli armhair
CN (10, 10;−5000, 5000) having the radius R ∼ 1960A˚
and the width d = 8A˚ [15℄. The energy gap between
the rst unoupied state and the state at the FS is
∆ ∼ 32K. The urrent of an eletron at the FS an
be roughly approximated by
InF ∼ I0
(
1− φ
′
)
, 0 ≤ φ
′
≤ 1 (9)
The urrent amplitude I0 is inversely proportional to R
but independent of the toroid width. One obtains I0 ∼
0.54µA or equivalently the magneti ux φ ∼ 0.2 ·10−3φ0
for the assumed parameters.
The mixing term ωα,β is again due to the potential
barrier along the toroidal CN. It an be obtained by a
non smooth juntion of both its ends by e.g. a fulleren
moleule [16℄ or by simply leaving a small gap between
the ends. Alternatively, one an replae a fragment of
a toroidal nanotube with the one of similar irumfer-
ene but dierent ondutivity properties (e.g. (11, 0)
and (6, 6)) [17℄. Finally, to obtain a system desribed by
(5) one an apply a real magneti eld perpendiular to
the torus symmetry axis lose to the degeneray point
(Bz = 0) [18℄.
In our model alulations we have made simplifying
assumptions that the ring is quasi 1D and its energy
states (2) are single partile states. However the pre-
sented onsiderations are also valid with some modia-
tions for the mesosopi metalli or semionduting ring
with very small thikness d, d≪ R i.e. with a few trans-
verse hannels [7℄, [19℄. The nanosopi, semionduting,
4defet-free quasi 1D rings in whih the eletroni states
are in the true quantum limit have been already realized
[20℄. The hange in the ground state angular momentum
numbered by n has been observed in a magneti eld
perpendiular to the plane of the ring. They also found
that the single partile states are a quite aurate ba-
sis for a desription of the many partile states. Similar
ndings have been also obtained for CN tori [10℄, [14℄.
It is also supported by persistent urrent measurements
[7℄ on ballisti semionduting rings with a few trans-
verse hannels. It was found that the measured urrent
is of the same order as the urrent amplitude of nonin-
terating eletrons I0. This means that eletron-eletron
interation in real quantum rings is not so strong. For
weakly interating eletrons we an onsider the eet
of the interation [21℄ by a barrier renormalization. The
eletron is sattered not only by the barrier but also by
the potential indued by harge density utuations.
The renormalized transmission probability TRF at
T ≪ ∆ is
TRF =
TF
(
∆
EF
)2ξ
(1− TF ) + TF
(
∆
EF
)2ξ (10)
where ξ = w
hvF
haraterizes the strength of the ele-
tron - eletron interation, w is the forward sattering
amplitude of the interation. The interation parame-
ter ξ an be expressed in terms of the Luttinger liquid
stiness onstant α = vF
s
(s is the plasmon veloity):
ξ =
1
2
(
1
α2
− 1
)
. (11)
For weakly interating eletrons (α → 1) ξ ∼ α−1 − 1
and the eet of the interations is small.
Thus the idea of the formation of ux qubit on meso-
sopi ring is still valid for the interating eletrons.
Till now we negleted the eletron spin. The orbital
magneti moments [14℄, [19℄ in small ring strutures are
an order of magnitude larger than spin moments and usu-
ally the orbital states are suessively populated with
spin-up and spin-down eletrons. Negleting the small
spin splitting in the magneti eld our piture with spin
inluded does not hange qualitatively but more possibil-
ities our. If the number of eletron is N = 2 (2nF + 1)
the tunneling an take plae at φ
′
= 1
2
. For other values
of N tunneling an take plae at φ
′
= 0 and/or φ
′
= 1
2
.
Flux qubit proposed by us is based on the similar idea
as the ux qubit built on superonduting ring [1℄. Also
the measurement of the ux state an be performed by
a separate SQUID magnetometer indutively oupled to
it in a similar way as in a superonduting ase. Two or
more qubits an be oupled by means of the ux that the
irulating urrent generate.
III. DECOHERENCE
The quality of an eetive information retrieval devies
depends on the onditions of its oherene. The question
is to what extent the devie behaves quantum mehan-
ially when plaed in noisy environment generated by
various utuations or measurement. Thus the impor-
tant onstraints on the devie are dephasing eets due
to various deoherene soures. Below we disuss and
estimate some of the main deoherene soures.
There is a natural question how the typial values of
phase oherene length Lφ, whih is of the order of 10
5A˚
[22, 23℄ translate into an appliability of mesosopi rings
as the qubit with relatively long deoherene times.
We have assumed that kT ≪ ~ ωα,β ≪ ∆ and that
L < Lφ. Under these onditions the urrents running
in a state of thermodynami equilibrium are genuinely
persistent [6, 23, 24℄. The nite deoherene time of the
urrent is due to the interation with the outside world
and leads to the persistene of the urrents on a time
sale muh longer than the oherene time τφ ∼ Lφ.
We also assume that a system is put in a shield, that
sreens it from the unwanted radiation. Thin mesosopi
quantum rings are the systems with relatively small num-
ber of degrees of freedom omparing with other solid state
devies based on superonduting rings. However they
are still able to aommodate various intrinsi utua-
tions [22, 23, 24, 25, 26℄.
Thermal motion of any harge arriers is a soure of
thermal utuations related to the eletroni Nyquist
noise. At low T the weak eletron-phonon oupling gives
some derease of the urrent amplitude but it does not
lead to substantial level shifting and broadening. The
eet of thermal noise on the equilibrium statistis of
persistent urrents has been studied in a semi-lassial
regime in [27℄.
The qubit an also deohere by spontaneous emission
of photons. It follows from general onsiderations that
this eet is small for the qubit size smaller than the radi-
ated wavelength (qubit is then an ineient antenna)[1℄.
Taking for our qubit e.g. R = 400A˚ we estimated
tm ∼ 10
9s and for R = 2000A˚ tm ∼ 10
8s - thus the radia-
tion is not a serious soure of deoherene. The oupling
between the magneti moments of the urrent loops and
those of nulear spins an also be a reason of deoherene.
However it may be onsiderably redued by aligning the
spins or by applying the ompensating pulse sequenes
[2℄. We also estimated the dephasing from the unwanted
dipol-dipol oupling [28℄. It is of the order of 14ms if the
qubits are at the distane of 10µm. Beause our basi
states are ux states, the qubit will be sensitive to a ux
noise but relatively insensitive to a harge noise. Thus
we expet that magneti degrees of freedom in quantum
rings should have longer deoherene times than harge
degrees of freedom. The utuations in the barrier and
in the magneti eld neessary to get the degeneray of
the states for N = Nodd an be also the soure of deo-
herene. However the system for N = Neven is naturally
5bistable requiring no external bias.
The most important lass of utuations omes from
the indutive oupling of the qubit to the measuring ap-
paratus whih is often a DC SQUID. It an be analyzed
along the treatment developed for superonduting ux
qubit [29℄ whih an be generalized to related systems.
We assume that the measurement is performed with the
same devie as in [29℄. The ux qubit oupled to the
SQUID is an eetive dissipative two state or spin-boson
system. There are two time sales related to the eet
of environment. The rst is the harateristi relaxation
time of populations to approah an equilibrium Gibbs-
like form. The seond is the deoherene time after whih
oherenes beome negligible [30℄. The relaxation τ−1r
and dephasing τ−1φ rates obtained using the spin-boson
model for the system at temperature T are [30℄
τ−1r =
1
2
(
Bx
ν
)2J(ν/~) coth(
ν
2kBT
) (12)
and
τ−1φ =
τ−1r
2
+ (
Bz
ν
)2α2pi
kBT
~
(13)
where J(ω) is a spetral density funtion haraterizing
fully the environment and α = limω→0 J(ω)/(2piω) is the
'ohmiity' parameter. The impedane Z(ω) of the DC
SQUID is a soure of thermal voltage utuations
〈δV δV 〉 = νℜ{Z(ω)} coth(
~
2kBT
) (14)
of the statistis governed by the Nyquist theorem. This
utuations are related via urrent-voltage harateris-
tis to the urrent utuations 〈δIsqδIsq〉ω and then in-
herited by the indutively oupled qubit [29℄:
δBz = −2IδΦsq (15)
where δΦsq is the utuation of the magneti ux due to
the measuring devie.
It leads in our ase to the following spetral density
J(ω) = ~−1(2pi)2
1
ω
(
MI
Φ0
)2I2sqℜ{Z(ω)} (16)
where M is the mutual indutane oeient, ν =
E+ − E− is the qubit level spaing. I,Isq are the ur-
rents in the qubit and SQUID respetively. The eet of
utuations on the tunneling term σx an be inluded in
a similar way. However the eet of suh utuations is
relatively weak.
In these formulas a dimensionless fator
γ = (
MI
Φ0
) (17)
is a measure of the oupling of the qubit and the mea-
suring SQUID. Its magnitude γ ∼ 2 · 10−3 has been es-
timated for the superonduting qubit [29℄. In our
ase as the size of the nonsuperonduting ring is
smaller, the oupling onstant γ is also smaller. For
the ring with R ∼ 0.2µm (toroidal nanotube) we esti-
mated γ ∼ 0.9 · 10−3. Assuming the same parameters for
the measuring devie as in [29℄ we obtain τr ∼ 75µs and
τφ ∼ 10
2µs.
In the nonsuperonduting ux qubit the number of
degrees of freedom is relatively small in omparison to
the superonduting devies. On one hand it limits sig-
niantly the number of deoherene mehanisms but on
the other hand as the system is normal one an not ex-
pet the suppression of some utuations as in the su-
peronduting ase. Therefore beause the state of the
mesosopi ring is not ompletely stable, some random
utuations of the urrent are expeted; atually some
modiations of the Aharonov-Bohm osillations on a
time sale of 10 − 40 h have been observed [7℄. Finally,
small size of the qubit helps to redue the inuene of
the environment [1℄ what is signiant for the eetive
engineering. We an estimate the inuene of various
deoherene soures but it is impossible to determine the
real deoherene time with ertainty, exept by measure-
ment.
The qubit level spaing sets [2℄ the fastest operation
time to τop ∼ 10 ns. Thus the quality fator is of the
order of 104. Our model ould in priniple be tested on
quantum rings investigated in [19℄,[20℄ after the applia-
tion of the eetive eld Bx i.e. when one introdues a
ontrollable potential barrier.
The extended disussion of the eetive engineering of
the deoherene for the nonsuperonduting ux qubit is
postponed to further publiation .
IV. SUMMARY
The advantage of mirosopi quantum systems
(atoms, spins) for the qubit formation is that they an be
easily isolated from the environment. The disadvantage
is that the integration of many qubits into omplex iruit
is a diult task. From that point of view solid state de-
vies like harge and ux qubits built on superonduting
rings are easier to integrate in a quantum omputer using
standard iruit tehnology. However the large number
of degrees of freedom makes it more diult to maintain
the oherene. The proposed ux qubit built on nor-
mal quantum ring is on the border line between these
two strutures. The small number of degrees of freedom
together with the small size of the qubit helps to deou-
ple it from the environment. The proposed qubit an
be addressed, manipulated, oupled to eah other and
read out.The quality fator giving the number of quan-
tum logi operations is of the order of 104. The proposed
qubit should be of onsiderable interest for fundamental
studies of quantum oherene in mesosopi systems and
some aspets of quantum theory suh as superposition of
quantum states and entanglement.
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